
Estimating Capacity Requirements
 

A critical step in the planning of a Yellowfin deployment is estimating the capacity requirements. This task approximates the initial computing resources 
needed to meet delivery objectives and service level agreements. Capacity estimation can be achieved through either an informal or a structured approach 
and should include consideration of the key activities undertaken by users.

The main system requirements that should be estimated are:

Processing power: Processing power is generally the most critical resource as it is the most expensive. This involves determining the number of 
physical computer servers, the speed, bit size, and number of CPUs.
System memory: The memory requirements of the planned implementation can influence the choice of the operating system and, in turn, the 
processing power decision. For example, any application process running on a 32-bit Windows platform can use only ~3 GB of system memory. 
In contrast, 64-bit Windows, UNIX, and Linux operating systems support a theoretical 18 exabyte address space for application use. 
Hard disk space: In terms of computing resources, hard disk resources represent the cheapest of the three types of system resources and are 
also the least critical.

 

Capacity estimation should be an ongoing exercise to ensure that the system infrastructure continues to support and grow with users’ needs. Managing 
user requests, retrieving data from data sources, adding analytical functionality, formatting and distributing report results, and performing report 
interactions all use computing resources. An increase in the number of users, the number of reports, the volume of data, and the amount of analytical 
reporting handled by the Yellowfin servers also increase the amount of computing resources needed to maintain similar levels of performance and report 
throughput. Capacity estimation gives a reasonable idea of the amount of computing resources needed to power a Yellowfin implementation.

 

Capacity Factors & Their Influence

The most important factors in capacity planning include:

Number of users
Design of reports
Interactivity of reports
Monitoring and administration

Their impact on the three main system requirements can be summarized as follows:

Capacity Estimation Factors Processor Memory Disk Space

Number of Users

Total Users    

Active Users    

Concurrent Users  

Reports Design

Report Size  

Analytical Complexity  

Report Layout  

Report Interactions

Reporting Browsing & Creation  

Batch Reporting & Delivery

Report History    

Implementation and Administration

Metadata  

Caching  



Monitoring

 

 

Estimating the Number of Users

The total number of users of an application is the easiest factor to estimate. Since user information, audit trails and unique report instance information is 
stored in the Yellowfin repository, increasing the number of users increases the hard disk requirements. Depending on how they use the application, users 
also have a secondary impact on the CPU and memory requirements.

At any given time, only 10-20% of all users concurrently use a typical reporting application. The Yellowfin application server allocates memory and address 
space for each active user from a shared pool of system resources. The larger the number of concurrent user sessions, the more memory resources 
consumed by the application server.

Typically, only 30-50% of the users logged into Yellowfin run jobs simultaneously. Thus, Yellowfin has a user activity ratio of 3-10% of the total named 
users. Active users directly influence the processing and memory resources of the computer servers.

As a rule of thumb, allow a minimum  on the application server.8 GB of memory and 3 GHz (8 Thread) processor per 25 concurrent users

As an example, if there were 500 named users in a Yellowfin instance, this would suggest that 50 active users are logged in at any given time (with 
significantly more for peak usage).  This would imply the need for a minimum of a 16 thread server with 16 GB of memory.  Of course, these are only 
guidelines and resource consumption will vary depending upon several factors – this includes the size and complexity of the database and reports being 
run, your online vs. background workload characteristics, etc.

Each installation is different. It is highly recommended that performance tests be performed with a workload approximating the target production 
environment. This will ensure that the software meets the performance requirements and Yellowfin content loads in a reasonable time.

 

Understanding Report Characteristics

The number of reports deployed is an important factor in determining capacity requirements. However, the number of reports alone does not provide an 
accurate estimation; the size, analytical complexity, and report layouts must also be considered.

Report Size

Recently run reports are stored in cache using memory resources.  The amount of memory used depends on the amount of data and data types used, and 
this can be estimated relatively accurately.  In addition, reports where history is kept (i.e. an XML copy of the result set is stored in the Yellowfin repository 
each time the report is refreshed) will also utilize hard disk resources.

Analytical Complexity

Yellowfin adds analytical capabilities to reports by generating sectioned and cross-tab data, adding calculations and subtotals, drilling, sorting, pivoting, 
and managing filter prompts. Reports that require a large amount of analytical processing require more processing power and memory, but the exact 
amount can be difficult to quantify.

Report Layout

Yellowfin formats reports in many ways such as cross-tab grids, graphs, HTML, PDF, and CSV. Applying formats to report results uses both processing 
power and memory. The more formatting properties, controls, and report objects contained on a report, the more processing and memory resources are 
consumed.

 

 

Incorporating the Effects of Report Interactions

Users will have varying levels of interaction with Yellowfin from receiving reports via email to complex reporting functions. The effect of these interactions 
can be categorized as follows:

Report Browsing and Creation

Yellowfin provides a very rich reporting, analysis, and monitoring environment that is centrally maintained. The platform also contains a broad range of 
functionality; from basic activities such as accessing the system, finding, running, and printing reports, to powerful analytical features such as drilling, 
sorting, pivoting, adding calculations, and exporting. Sophisticated report development capabilities are also available in this platform.

The quantity and variety of report interactions consume both processing power and memory on all tiers on the web infrastructure – web servers, 
application servers, Yellowfin repository / database server, the data sources, and the web browser. Capacity should be estimated for all the tiers.



Batch Reporting and Delivery

Many organizations process commonly used reports and scheduled reports in batches. Ideally, this occurs during off-peak hours and periods of low system 
usage. The key constraints that govern system resources for batch reporting are the quantity of reports executed and delivered, and the size of the batch 
window in which the processing occurs. Shorter batch windows and more reports require more processing and memory resources on the application 
server to complete report processing and delivery in the allotted time.

Report History

Report result sets can be stored in the Yellowfin repository for reuse by multiple users – this provides the ability to compare multiple versions of the 
report.  This also reduces the load on the data sources but will increase the hard disk requirements of your Yellowfin installation.

Cleanup processes and deletion policies should be set by your administrators to reduce the total resources needed.

 

 

Administering and Monitoring BI Implementations

Yellowfin provides rich application metadata with numerous monitoring and performance enhancing features to ensure successful implementations. 
Increasing functional richness and continued performance monitoring take up system resources that must be included during capacity estimation.

Metadata

The size of the central Yellowfin repository has an influence on the memory consumption of the application server.  Upon startup, the application server 
loads metadata configuration information into memory.

Caching

Yellowfin provides comprehensive caching capability to improve throughput, optimize query performance, and reduce end user response times. Server 
caches are stored in memory.

Monitoring

Yellowfin logs statistics and user activity in the Yellowfin repository / database server. Storing the usage and performance statistics consumes a negligible 
amount of processor and memory resources, but additional hard disk space is required to store the record.

In addition, log files are also created by Yellowfin. A capacity estimation exercise must account for performance monitoring and usage statistics logging. It 
is important to note that these monitoring resources should be used to improve future capacity estimation and tuning activities.

 

 

   Previous topic: Server requirements
Next topic: Server configuration

 

 

https://wiki.yellowfinbi.com/display/USER74/Server+Requirements
https://wiki.yellowfinbi.com/display/USER74/Server+Configuration
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